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WISDOM TEETH? WHO NEEDS THEM?
MAYBE I DO!

Lucy Dale,
Freshman Writer

This is a list of reasons why I think I should get to keep my wisdom teeth

1. I’m not convinced I even have wisdom teeth. They have never given me pain and before my dentist  
    started this whole charade, I thought wisdom teeth were located in your throat. Yes, I have seen the      
    X-rays. But photos have been faked before, shall I mention the moon landing? 

2. Humans were not made with the intention of dentists. Are you trying to tell me that in Victorian     
    times people were dying because of their wisdom teeth? I refuse to comply with the evolution of a   
    delicate human race, give me natural selection or give me death!
   (After writing this, I googled when dentists were invented and supposedly dentistry has been    
   practiced since 7000 B.C. So maybe I don’t have that specific leg to stand on. )

3. I’m not particularly comfortable with the idea of gaping holes in my mouth. I have had many 
    friends go through this silly surgery and I have heard and seen some wicked things. I like to eat  
    solid foods, sue me. 

4. Anesthesia videos make me giggle a little too much. Listen, I don’t know much, but I do know that 
     anesthesia is a drug. Drugs are addictive. I am convinced that if I get high on anesthesia I will be  
     come addicted to it and then I’ll have to break into hospitals and steal anesthesia like a vampire   
     stealing blood. 

5. I watch Grey’s Anatomy. I’m not stupid, I know that people go in for routine procedures all the time 
    and end up dead. I did not make it through twenty years of this shit just to end up dead because 
    some oral surgeon thought it would be fun to pull an all-nighter and binge all of season two. 

6. I don’t want to give up all that wisdom. Get it? OK, now I’m done. 
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